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Reviewer's report:

General
The article is much improved, and I comment teh authors for their careful revision.

Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)
I believe the article needs to be edited by a first Inague English speaker. The language is still not totally correct.
One more issue: I don't believe the titles of tables 2, 4, 6 and 8 reflect waht is in teh tables. While the titles refer to "distribution", leading teh reader to expect frequencies, the table seems to refer to correcations. What calcualtions were done here? What exactly is reflected in these tables? Please correct teh titles so that one knows exactly what the figures mean.

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)

Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)

What next?: Accept after minor essential revisions

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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